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When the City Council decidedThe Urban Community of Dunkerque            When the City Council decided

the construction of 9 extra holes, 

the avalaible land was composed of 

- 16 ha of a rubbish dump, still in operation

- 15 ha of  bad agricultural land, planted

with poplars and below sea level

The Urban Community of Dunkerque            

(North of France)                                                        

is the owner of this public golf course



The City of Dunkerque was situated on  the 

most threatened border of the French most threatened border of the French 

Kingdom, during the XVII° century, 

under King Louis the XIV°. 

Vauban, the famous military engineer , 

did a lot of  defending works in this area ... 



… So, when the golf course architect proposed

to the City Council to design the golf course  

under the military architecture theme, 

they accepted immediately



As we know, golfers are 

attacking greens, 

defended by bunkers, 

from which they explode. 

Some of them use Big Bertha, 

named under a monstrous gun named under a monstrous gun 

of World War I.

As golfers behave as soldiers, 

designing a military shaped

golf course

is a correct answer…



The  golf course architecture ,as the military one, 

changed over periods, according to weapons

improvements…improvements…

From catapult to gun, the fortress modified its

caracteristics, losing height, hiding in the 

landscape, 



As well, featheries, gutta and surlyn

balls, hickory, steel and carbon fiber

shafts led to modify greens’size, 

But, at the begining of the XXth century, 

the missiles performances  

made fortresses’ construction useless.shafts led to modify greens’size, 

bunkers’position and courses’ length

made fortresses’ construction useless.

Will the analogy with golf construction  

go on ?

But let us come back to  Dunkerque…



A close cooperation between French Administrations, 

the City Council, the Company operating the dump and 

the golf  course architect allowed to adapt the final 

dump’s shaping to the golf course project.



During the last three years of the dump’s

operations, its final shaping was modified

according to the golf course architect’s cut and fill

plan, to suit  the future golf course  sculpture



Waste liquid and biogas network were designed

to  allow the 30 years period of maintenance 

of the dump after the end of operations, 

without interferring with the  golf course operating



A mowing plan has been established by the golf course architect, 

in order to help the greenkeeper to maintain the shaping perception



This golf course is not only a golf course, 

it is a tool for town planning, 

Playing its part in enhancing the City landscape



For the Community, this operation is interesting for various reasons :

- It is meeting golfers’s demand,

- It is helping to better city’s surroundings, satisfying also non-golfers,- It is helping to better city’s surroundings, satisfying also non-golfers,

- It is a strong communication medium, thanks to its spectacular architecture 

perfectly linked to the place (a kind of « signature golf » by its design)



Before concluding,  

I  remind some ideas ,shared by 

populations and  states ‘ 

administrations  throughout the 

- golf courses are polluting the soils,

- golf course  maintenance contribute

to water shortage, 

- golf courses are offering everywhereadministrations  throughout the 

World : 

- golf courses are offering everywhere

the same kind of lanscaping, 

- golf course promoters select the very

best ,and most ecologically fragiles, 

landscapes , 



We have to make populations 

change their minds if we want

a friendly development of our

game.

The use of derelict places , 

Their transformation into pleasant landscapes

can help us to make golf well accepted by non 

golfersgame. golfers

The  selection of a landscaping theme in 

relationship with local caracteristics when

designing the golf course  is a way to ensure the 

originality of each project and enlarge

the landscaping vocabulary of golf.    



Thank you for your attention


